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RPI Project Manager 

Jodi Wojciak

The best way to describe Jodi is to  
  invoke her home state mantra  
 of "Minnesota Nice!"

Jodi Wojciak has been a Project Manager with RPI Consultants since 2015 and is responsible 
for project management planning, monitoring, budgeting, timeline. management, resource 
scheduling, testing, reporting, issue resolution, and change management. That's a lot of 
responsibilities, but true to Jodi's reputation, she can handle it! RPI Partner Justin Braun will 
tell you her mind is like a steel trap. He says, "Jodi is a great listener, she hears everything - 
especially the things people aren't saying." Combined with exceptional organization and 
communication skills, this is what makes Jodi such a strong Project Manager. It's almost like 
she can see into a project's future!  

What exactly is Minnesota Nice?  
Jodi has a unique ability to make every situation and conversation pleasant, something she 
attributes to her native sense of "Minnesota Nice." Jodi explains, "Even when you need to 
have tough conversations or reset expectations, being transparent and providing options for 
clients help make those situations a little more comfortable." It also helps that Jodi loves 
getting to know her clients so well and looks forward to working with them time and again. 
She explains, "I try to do a great job so our clients want to do their next project with us, too."  

Background & Experiences 
Jodi brings to her work an Associate of Science Degree in Legal Administration, as well as a 
number of certifications including Networking Support Specialist, ITIL Foundations V3, and 
Infor Deployment Method Level 4 Certification. Professionally, she has a pretty incredible 
resume of project and experience, the majority of which is with Infor Lawson projects. 

As a proud dance mom with two daughters in competitive dance, when Jodi isn't in the office she can usually be found 
shuttling between dance practice, gymnastics, or competitions. When she does find time for herself, she enjoys indoor and 
outdoor painting for her friends or escaping that harsh Minnesota winter to a warm beach in Mexico. 

 Character Strengths  
Humor, Perseverance, 

Teamwork, Kindness, & 

Honesty.  

Industries & Solutions 
IT Service Management 

Training & Communications 

Healthcare 

Financial Services 

Executive Relations  

Vendor Relations 

Skills & Qualifications 
Infor Deployment  

Methodology Level 4 

Agile Jira Sprinting  

V10 & Cloud Upgrades 

ITIL / COBIT Framework 

Delteck Vision ERP 

Downtime Pursuits


